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Abstract—The data quality of collected sensing data, which determines the practical value of sensing systems, has been studied in
several previous efforts; however, we argue that vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs), which are a particular application of highly
dynamic sensing systems, requires specific treatment to guarantee
data quality. In this paper, we design a mechanism, i.e., RD 4 ,
which is a role-differentiated cooperative deceptive data-detection
and filtering mechanism, to detect the false data in VANETs. RD 4
is evaluated using an extended traffic simulator. Three scenarios,
i.e., freeway, road construction on a highway, and a traffic light on
a local street, are deployed in general. Evaluation results show that
the proposed mechanism can achieve more than 90.00% recall and
precision rate in most cases.
Index Terms—Data quality, false detection, vehicle communication, vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), wireless sensor
network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH AN increase in real deployments of wireless sensing systems [1], [2], we envision that the success of
these systems is decided by the quality of the collected data [3].
Data quality is mainly affected by the deceptive data, including
redundant and false data. Thus, the major concern of improving
data quality is to detect and filter out deceptive data.
On the other side of spectrum, in the particular case of
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [4], the conventional
approaches of maintaining the data quality are inappropriate because two factors should simultaneously be satisfied. First, the
mechanism must adapt to a frequently changing network topology. Second, sensor networks on vehicles underline the realtime requirement, which forces outlier detection, trust-based
detection, and similar offline mechanisms to be insufficient.
Although several methods have been proposed emphasizing the
real-time functionality of the system [5], most of them assume a
particular data model, e.g., Gaussian and linear. Others provide
a real-time-fashion abnormal data-detection mechanism [6] but
fail to be applied in VANETs since their approaches mainly rely
on the network hierarchy.
In this paper, we propose a role-differentiated cooperative
deceptive data-detection mechanism, i.e., RD4 , to detect and
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filter false data in VANETs. In RD4 , when a sensor is deployed,
it picks up a role from the role set based on several sensing
features. We will evaluate the efficiency and efficacy of our
mechanism in three specific vehicular scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II denotes the motivation and describes the deceptive data-detection
problem in general, as well as in VANETs, which is followed
by the RD4 mechanism in the particular scenario of VANETs
in Section III. We design a VANET simulator and evaluate the
performance of the RD4 mechanism in Section IV. Related
work can be found in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future
work are discussed in Section VI.
II. M OTIVATION AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
VANET data suffer from two disadvantages. First, unreliable
components generate unreliable data. Second, in a highly distributed system, data coming from all possible sources make the
collected data even more untrustworthy since each individual
sensor is easily being compromised. Based on the common features of collected sensing data, we summarize the sensor data
by defining deceptive data and analyzing the specific scenario
of VANETs.
A. Deceptive Data Definition
In this paper, we classify the deceptive data into two categories: redundant data and false data. Redundant data are
defined as the data that share exactly the same or very similar information with the data reported previously or by other sensors.
Another type of deceptive data is false data, which may result
from the malfunction of the sensor board, unreliable wireless
communication, and compromised sensors.
In the particular setting of VANETs, we are more interested
in false data than in redundant data. First, the energy issue of
sensors in vehicles is less affected or could even be ignored
since sufficient power is able to be generated from the battery
in each vehicle. Second, redundant data could be helpful in
detecting false data since it provides additional information of
the whole sensor network.
B. Insufficiency of Previous Approaches
Security technologies using traditional cryptography mechanisms such as encryption for confidentiality and hashing digestion for message integrity are employed. However, we argue
that these technologies are necessary in detecting and filtering
out deceptive data but are insufficient. Following are several
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reasons. First, rather than checking the data, most securitybased approaches try to prevent attacks. To be specific, they
try to validate the legitimacy of the reporting nodes instead of
validating the legitimacy of the data. Thus, if the attacker is
from legitimate but compromised vehicles, it is very difficult
to detect and distinguish the attacker from a normal reporter.
Second, in mobile sensing systems with high mobility, there
is no permanent relationship between any two sensor nodes,
therefore, verifying one another by using traditional security strategies like mutual authentication becomes challenging.
Moreover, the large scale of the system and high mobility set
up an obstacle in key distribution if a security-based approach
is adopted. Finally, in such a totally distributed environment, all
decisions should be made locally, including detecting deceptive
data without the help of central servers, which makes the
problem even worse when decisions should be made in a realtime fashion.
In addition to security technologies, reputation-based approaches, which usually require a strong identity, cannot work
in this case because of the possible large scale, high mobility,
and inadequate support from central servers. Several other previous efforts have also been made in deceptive data detection;
however, most of them assume a specific distribution of the
monitored parameter, which they use as a model to predict the
missing values and to check the reported values. These methods
can be useful techniques to detect deceptive data, but they rely
too much on the distribution; therefore, they cannot generally
be extended or applied to event-based sensor networks.
III. RD4 IN V EHICULAR N ETWORKS
In this section, we describe the RD4 mechanism in the
context of VANETs.
A. System Assumptions
To verify our proposed mechanism, the following assumptions are held, based on existing theoretical or practical
products.
With the technology of short-range radio communication,
such as dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) [7],
vehicles are able to communicate with each other with various
types of information, such as road conditions. We assume that
each vehicle broadcasts information to nearby neighbors. For
example, as mentioned in [8], every node could exchange information of vehicle speed and location with others. In addition,
each vehicle could have a received buffer, which is in charge of
verifying the received data from other vehicles based on RD4 .
In addition, we assume that every vehicle in the vehicular
network holds a unique identification. Although Sybil attacks
[9] are commonly encountered in VANETs, we argue that
this type of attack is beyond the scope of our discussion.
Sybil attacks could basically be described as a node that illegitimately fakes multiple identifications. There are existing
security technologies [10] that handle Sybil attacks, while our
approach mainly focuses on detecting deceptive data coming
from unreliable system components, attacks from compromised
nodes, and communication errors.

B. Role Definition in Vehicular Networks
The first step is defining a set of different roles in vehicular
network applications. Considering various types of function
components such as vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) in
vehicular networks, we classify those function components
into four roles: RSUs; public vehicles such as police cars,
school buses, and so on; regular vehicles like personally owned
cars; and the vehicle itself. Thus, the role set in the vehicular
networks is defined as R = {Rrsu , Rpub , Rreg , Rself }.
For each event that the sensor senses or receives, it issues a
confidence score to the event, which is denoted as csr(E, T )ji ,
indicating the truth level of this event, where E specifies the
event, and j and i are the identity of the role and the identity
of the sensor, while T means the score will be valid for T time
slots. We define the maximum confidence score that a sensor
with ID i and role Rj can issue to a piece of data or an event
report as CSR(E, T )ji , which should satisfy csr(E, T )ji ≤
CSR(E, T )ji . In our design, the definition of maximum confidence score (CSR) is closely related to the trustable level
of each role in the system. For example, RSUs are mostly
controlled by public organizations such as the Department of
Transportation. Thus, we define the CSRji following the order
of CSRself,i > CSRrsu,i > CSRpub,i > CSRreg,i .
C. False Accident Report Detection
In this paper, we assume that the detection of a true accident
is handled by the accident sources, which can be either the
vehicles involved in the accident or the police cars taking
care of the accident. Except for those two types of vehicles,
other vehicles are not supposed to report an accident. Malicious vehicles may insert false accident reports by acting like
the vehicles involved in the accident. Thus, our goal is to
remove false accident reports from malicious vehicles. In this
paper, we assume that each vehicle is equipped with a tamperproof component; therefore, even if a vehicle is compromised,
it still cannot generate multiple identities.
When an accident report is received by a vehicle on the road,
the vehicle will make a judgement about the truth of this report,
based on the signal strength from its own observation and the
signal strength reporting the same event from others. In our design, based on the reality that traffic will be blocked so that the
vehicles will slow down when an accident happens, we use the
vehicle velocity deceleration as the signal strength defined in
the model: p(t) = a(t) = dv/dt, where a(t) is the acceleration
rate, and v is the velocity of the vehicle. Then, the accumulated
signal strength observed by the vehicle j, i.e., ASS(E, T0 )ji ,
T
can be defined as ASS(E, T0 )ji = 0 a(t) = vT − v0 = Δv,
where T0 is the timestamp. To emphasize the roles of
vehicles, we assign to this important role a special ability to
send out accident reports with a stronger signal strength; thus,
after we calculate the accumulated signal strength observed by
the vehicle itself, we will adjust the accumulated signal strength
by considering the role of the vehicle. The new accumulated
signal strength we get is
ASS(E, T0 )ji =

CSR(E, T )ji
Δv.
CSR(E, T )reg,i

(1)
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Except for the signal strength gained from the observation
of the vehicle i, vehicle i will receive signal strength for the
event E from other vehicles. If we integrate both types of
signal strength of the event E, we get an integrated value of
the accumulated signal strength of event E at vehicle i with
timestamp T0 as follows:
ASS(E, T0 )ji =

N


Wjn ∗ csr(E, T0 )jn

n=0

+

CSR(E, T )ji
Δv. (2)
CSR(E, T )reg,i

In the aforementioned equation, Wjn is the weight of the
event report from sensor n of role j. It can be defined as
the reverse of the distance between the vehicle reporting the
event to the location of the event. The confidence scores from
other vehicles csr(E, T0 )jn are based on their decision toward
this event E. If they confirm this event, they will report this
event by transforming the accumulated signal strength into the
confidence score. The transformation will be demonstrated later
in this section.
In general, if the accumulated signal strength exceeds the
preset bound to confirm the event, the event is confirmed, and
a new report about this event is forwarded. Otherwise, it will
wait another T time slots to check the accumulated signal
strength and recalculate the new confidence score. Considering
the timeliness of events, in our design, the signal strength will
degrade with the passage of time, with a fading rate of α. Hence,
we can calculate the integrated value of the accumulated signal
strength after a period of T time slots, which is specified as
follows:
ASS(E, T0 + T )ji
= αASS(E, T0 )ji +

N


Wjn ∗ ASS(E, T0 + T )jn

n=0

+

CSR(E, T )ji
(vT0 +T − vT0 ) .
CSR(E, T )reg,i

(3)

Having the integrated value of the accumulated signal
strength, we can map it to get a confidence score for the event
E at the vehicle i as follows:
csr(E, T )ji
= f (ASS(E, T0 )ji )

ASS(E, T0 )ji , ASS(E, T0 )ji ≤ CSR(E, T )ji
(4)
=
CSR(E, T )ji , ASS(E, T0 )ji > CSR(E, T )ji .
Based on the confidence score, a final judgment on the truth
of the event is generated as follows:

True, csr(E, T )ji > θcsr(E, 2T )ji > θ
Valid(E) =
False, otherwise.
(5)
This formula means that the event is confirmed as true when
the confidence score exceeds a preset threshold; otherwise, the
event is confirmed as false, and the propagation of the event
report will be terminated.

Fig. 1. Snapshot of the vehicular network simulator.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We are in a position to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed mechanism. First, we will describe a
VANET simulator, followed by an evaluation of our protocol in
terms of several performance metrics, namely, recall, accident
report propagation range, accident report confirmation time, detail on the freeway, road construction, and traffic light scenarios.
A. Freeway Scenario
First, in this section, we describe the simulator, implementation, simulation settings, and several performance metrics.
1) Simulation Setup: We design a simulator for VANETs
by extending a traffic simulator designed in [11] and [12] that
simulates the movements of the vehicles, such as acceleration, deceleration, and lane changing. The simulation of the
RD4 mechanism for VANETs is based on a road segment
of a two-lane one-way highway scenario with an on-ramp.
We implement a communication subsystem for the VANETs.
In addition, we simulate the scenario of accidents, as well
as malicious vehicles. Last but not the least, we fulfill the
RD4 mechanism to record and classify the report based on the
mechanism in Section III. A snapshot of the simulator is shown
in Fig. 1, where the red dots depict the regular vehicles, the
black dots denote the public vehicles, and the white dots specify
an accident.
In our experiments, the communication between the vehicles
follows the DSRC with a maximum communication range of
200 m. For each vehicle, the speed limitation is 120 km/h. The
road segment consists of a U-shape road with the length of
6575 m. When an accident appears, the road will be blocked
for several minutes. The malicious vehicles will periodically
broadcast a fake accident event if it does not detect a true event.
Otherwise, it keeps silent. The percentage of malicious vehicles
is around 10%, and there is a 10% chance that each one of
them broadcasts a false message every 0.25 s. Meanwhile, the
lifetime of each message is set to 2 s. We use 5.83 for the
threshold in this situation, although there could be other values
that provide an optimal solution for the mechanism.
2) Effectiveness of RD4 in the Freeway Scenario: In this
section, we show how effectively the RD4 mechanism detects
the false accident reports inserted by malicious vehicles and
confirms the true accident reports generated by the vehicles
involved in the accident. This property is evaluated by recall,
which is defined as the fraction of the amount of a certain event
reported that our mechanism classifies the reports as this event.
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Fig. 4.

Confirmation time of true accident reports.

Fig. 5.

Propagation range of true accident reports.

Fig. 2. Recall of false accident reports.

Fig. 3. Recall of true accident reports.

To be specific, in this application, the recall of false accident
reports is defined as the fraction of the false accident reports that
is detected by the RD4 mechanism, which is shown in Fig. 2,
while the recall of true accident reports is defined as the fraction
of true accident reports confirmed by the RD4 mechanism,
which is shown in Fig. 3.
In Figs. 2 and 3, the x-axis is the traffic flow on the road,
and the y-axis shows the recall. We can easily observe that the
RD4 mechanism detects 99.90% of false accident reports in
most cases, and more than 95.70% of real accident reports are
confirmed. We also find that the recall of false accident reports
drops a little when the traffic flow grows, while the recall
of true accident reports increases as the traffic flow increases
because more traffic likely brings a lower average speed and
strong signal strength, which is helpful when confirming a true
accident. However, on the other hand, a lower speed also ruins
the accuracy of detecting a false accident report. Fortunately,
based on experiments, we find that the effect is big only if the
speed of vehicles is very low, which depicts a heavy traffic jam.
3) Efficiency of RD4 in the Freeway Scenario: Next, we
show the efficiency of RD4 . Basically, we evaluate how fast
a true accident report can be confirmed and how far it can be
propagated.
Fig. 4 shows the percentage of nearby vehicles (within
2 km) that confirm the true accident report. The x-axis depicts

the time, and the y-axis denotes the percentage of confirmation.
Four lines of different colors show different scenarios of different traffic flows. It is easy to see that, after 2 min, nearly 80.00%
of the vehicles confirm the accident report within 2 km. As the
traffic flow increases from 500 to 800 vehicles/h, more vehicles
detect the accident in the first half minute. With the passage
of time, the confirmation percentage almost linearly increases
approximately 10.00% every half minute because RD4 needs to
collect sufficient signal strength to confirm the accident report.
The propagation of a true accident confirmation is depicted
in Fig. 5, where the x-axis records the distance from the vehicle
to the accident location, and the y-axis shows the percentage of
vehicles of the corresponding distance that confirm the accident
report (in 5 min). Similar to the aforementioned experiment,
four scenarios with different traffic flows are reported in the
figure. With the increase of flow, for the same range, a larger
percentage of vehicles detect the accident because a high flow
will usually result in a low velocity and more confirmation messages about the accident reports. We can also see that a larger
percentage of vehicles located close to the accident confirm the
true accident report than vehicles located far away from the
accident location. For example, when the flow is more than
1000 vehicles/h, more than 97.00% of the vehicles within the
range of 1 km confirm the accident report, and the confirmation
rate reduces to between 85.00% and 90.00% when the vehicles
are within the range of 2 km. This shows the degrading of the
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Fig. 6.

Message complexity of RD4 .

signal strength of the accident with the increase of the distance
between the vehicles and the accident.
4) Message Complexity in the Freeway Scenario: Having
seen the effectiveness and efficiency of RD4 , we evaluate the
overhead of this mechanism.
Fig. 6 shows the number of messages delivered to confirm
a true accident report in terms of different traffic flows. We
calculate the message complexity as the ratio of the number of
messages that all vehicles received to the number of messages
that all the vehicles confirmed as a true accident report. We observe that the average number of messages to confirm a vehicle
is very small. On the average, one message is enough. Actually,
the cost only accumulates at the beginning of an accident;
with more vehicles broadcasting alarm reports, this cost barely
increases. Furthermore, message complexity decreases as the
flow grows, because more vehicles mean a stronger signal from
the other vehicles. Furthermore, vehicles that send messages
several times after confirming it contribute to a low message
complexity.

B. Road-Construction Scenario
We also implement RD4 in another scenario to evaluate its
performance. The setting for this scenario is basically described
as follows. On a state highway or a freeway, roads are under
construction, while the other lanes are still open. A typical
situation is shown in Fig. 7.
We assume that on a two-lane highway that is partially
under construction where one of the lanes is closed while the
other one is still open, due to sensor malfunction or malicious
attacks, some vehicles try to distribute messages indicating that
the entire road is closed. As a result, they try to redirect the
vehicle flow to some other highways or local passes. However,
the partially closed highway can still accommodate relatively
small traffic flow, which makes the redirect unnecessary from
a resource-saving point of view. We are trying to deploy the
proposed mechanism to avoid such a situation.
We assume that there are 10.00% malfunctioning sensors
among all vehicles that will broadcast false messages to their
neighborhood every 1 s. The parameter settings are exactly the

Fig. 7.
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Road under construction. One lane is closed, and the other is still open.

Fig. 8. Recall of false reports in the one-lane-closed scenario.

same as in the previous simulation, which, in this case, indicate
that CSRself , CSRrsu , CSRpub , and CSRreg are set to 5, 3,
2, and 1, respectively, except that we increased the threshold
since traffic may slow down because it is heavy. We have
tested more than seven different traffic flows, and the results
are demonstrated in Fig. 8.
First, the recalls reach almost 100.00% if traffic flows are
500, 800, 1000, and 1200 vehicles/h, respectively. However, the
recall dramatically decreases when the traffic flow is beyond
1200 vehicles/h. The reason is that the traffic flow is so heavy
that one lane can hardly let all vehicles pass through; as a result,
a traffic jam is formed during the simulation. It is obvious
that the recall drops along with increases in the number of
vehicles since a jam is more likely to form with a heavy traffic
flow, and messages are easier to broadcast with a high vehicle
density. To further understand the performance of the proposed
mechanism, we pick the test with a 1500-vehicle/h traffic flow
for a detailed analysis.
Fig. 9 shows that before the traffic jam is formed, our
mechanism achieves a very high recall ratio, despite the drop
after the traffic jam has stopped most vehicles. As the figure
shows, before 450 s when a traffic jam is about to happen, the
recall of false reports arrives at almost 100.00%. After around
1 min, it gradually decreases to 98.69% and further down to
58.70% about 100 s later.
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Fig. 9. Recall of false reports in the one-lane-closed scenario with a specific
traffic flow of 1500 vehicles/h.

Fig. 11.

Recall of true accident reports in the traffic light scenario.

Fig. 12.

Recall of false accident reports in the traffic light scenario.

Fig. 10. Scenario of local traffic with traffic light.

C. Local Traffic Light Scenario
Furthermore, we have tested our mechanism under another
circumstance that evaluates the performance of our system
locally with a traffic light, as shown in Fig. 10. In reality,
accidents while driving locally are less frequent than those
that occur on highways in terms of numbers. As a result,
it is worth studying. On the other side of the spectrum, all
automobiles have to stop for a while if there is an accident
ahead, even though the traffic light goes green, which makes
the true accident report distribution necessary so that other
vehicles can predict the accident and take alternatives, avoiding
unnecessary delays.
Obviously, malicious vehicles are willing to distribute false
accident reports if the traffic light goes red but without any
real accident occurring ahead since both events share a similar
observation, i.e., stopped and lower speed vehicles. In such
case, we add another new role, i.e., the traffic light. Because
traffic lights are always managed by authoritative departments,
they can contribute as a more reliable component in the system.
In addition, traffic lights are always within the sight of drivers
who are close enough; it is reasonable to assign a higher CSR
to them. In our simulation, the sensor attached to the traffic
light will broadcast a negative CSR to nearby vehicles while
the traffic light appears to be red. This way, other vehicles are
aware of the current road situation. On the other hand, if a
real accident happens, regardless of whether the light is red or
green, most vehicles will likely remain stopped at the current
position. We can imagine that the true message would quickly
be distributed because even if the traffic light changes to green,
none of the vehicles move.
The red light lasts 30 s in our simulation. The CSR assigned
to the traffic light is −3 in this situation. The parameter settings

are the same as those in the first simulation. We increase the
threshold to 6.02, which, although it may not be the best choice,
provides promising results.
The recall of true accident reports is demonstrated in Fig. 11.
As we can see, if the accident event report is true, there is a
very high probability of confirming it among all the different
traffic flows from 500 to 2000 vehicles/h, which is a very
high probability of approximately 95.00%. There is a trend to
slightly increase as the traffic flow becomes heavy since the
proposed mechanism relies on the signal strength received from
other vehicles.
Fig. 12 shows the recall of false accident reports after introducing the traffic light. Basically, there are two different
categories, as illustrated in this figure. On one hand, because
we add another role, i.e., traffic light, the recall reaches almost
100.00% if the traffic flow is up to 1000 vehicles/h. On the other
hand, the recall drops as the traffic flow increases. The reason
for this is given as follows. If the number of vehicles is large, a
traffic jam occurs even after the light turns green. In this case,
a considerable number of vehicles jammed could help a false
message to be confirmed, although it did not truly happen.
In summary, we find that the RD4 mechanism effectively and
efficiently works in detecting and filtering false accident reports
due to malicious attacks and sensor malfunctions, as well as
confirming true accident reports at a low cost. A tradeoff should
be made in assigning the maximum confidence score for each
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role, and the way to assign these CSRs could be an interesting
direction in future work.
V. R ELATED W ORK
A previous effort that is close to our idea is presented
to detect and diagnose data inconsistency failure in wireless sensor networks [13]. The basic idea of their approach
is to build a node-disjoint path and use majority voting to
detect inconsistencies among collected data; however, their
approach could hardly be applied when the node is compromised. In addition, building several disjoint paths is not applicable in vehicular networks because of dynamically changed
neighbors.
In traditional systems, outlier detection problems have been
explored. Three fundamental approaches have been proposed
to detect outliers [14]. Unsupervised clustering techniques are
used to determine the outliers without prior knowledge of the
data. They assume that errors or faults are separated from
normal data and will thus appear as outliers. The basic idea is to
classify data into different clusters and detect the data outside of
the cluster as outliers. The other approach is supervised classification, in which they model both normality and abnormality. If
new data are classified to the abnormal area, it will be an outlier.
Another approach is a mixture of the previous two. Three of
them could not fulfill the request that a decision should be made
in a real-time fashion and locally since all of them are classified
in an offline fashion.
A spatial outlier-detection approach is proposed in [15]. They
first formally model the spatial outlier-detection problem, and
then, they use a set of neighborhood-aggregation functions
and distributive-aggregation functions to detect the outliers.
Adam et al. design an algorithm to detect anomalies based
on neighborhood information [16]. They explore both spatial
and semantic relationships among the objects. The Bayesian
network is a commonly used approach to classify sensor nodes
according to the spatial-temporal correlations between those
sensor nodes. For example, Bayesian belief networks are used
in outlier detection in [17].
A set of sensing data-cleaning approaches has been proposed. Elnahrawy and Nath propose an approach for modeling
and online learning of spatiotemporal correlations in sensing
systems to detect and filter noise data [18]. A weighted-movingaverage-based approach is proposed to clean sensor data [19].
The basic idea is to average the temporal-spatial data in an
efficient way and detect noisy data based on the calculated
average. Ye et al. propose a mechanism to statistically en-route
filter injected false data [20]. They assume that an event will be
detected by multiple sensors and rely on the collective decisions
of multiple sensors for false report detection. However, their approach is based on medium-access-control-layer authentication
without consideration of unreliable communication and sensing
components. Declarative support for sensor data cleaning [21]
is proposed by Jeffery et al. In their work, the authors utilize
the temporal and spatial nature of sensor data to drive many
of its cleaning process. As a result, they propose a framework
named extensible sensor stream processing (ESP) to segment
the cleaning process into five programmable stages to clean
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sensing data. Again, their approach fails to detect deceptive data
in a real-time fashion.
Several error-correction algorithms have been presented in
the literature. A distributed algorithm to detect measurement
errors and infer missing readings in environmental applications
is presented in [22]. In their work, a data-distribution model is
built based on the history data. An error is detected when there
is a mismatch between the model prediction and the sensor
reading. Sensor self-diagnostics or sensing-reading calibration
has been studied in [23], in which preliminary data checking,
analysis, and sensor diagnosis are performed on board. They
build a set of rules based on the data collected by different types
of sensors and use this rule set to analyze sensing data.
There are also deceptive data-detection algorithms in vehicular networks. Probabilistic validation of aggregated data
[24] shows a way to probabilistically detect malicious cars
that generate false aggregated information. In particular, they
focus on validating speed and location information. Golle et al.
propose a mechanism [25] to detect and correct malicious data
in VANETs. They define a model of VANETs, which specifies
what events or sets of events are possible. A function maps a set
of events to two values: valid and invalid. Only when the set of
events is consistent is it classified as valid. Otherwise, malicious
data are detected. How to check the consistency among the
events is defined by a set of rules. However, this approach fails
if the number of malicious vehicles is greater than the number
of honest vehicles.
A mechanism using stronger identities [10] to prevent Sybil
attacks in VANETs has been proposed by Raya and Hubaux.
Basically, the mechanism requires building the identification of
the message sender when necessary. We argue that our mechanism could be built on top of such systems to take advantage of
existing security solutions and focus on deceptive data coming
from unreliable components and compromised nodes.

VI. C ONCLUSION
To improve the quality of collected data in vehicular networks, in this paper, we have first proposed a role-differentiated
cooperative deceptive data-detection and filtering mechanism
called RD4 . Other than security-based approaches, RD4 focuses on the data. Based on a comprehensive evaluation, we
show that the proposed mechanism is very efficient and effective; it can confirm over 95.70% of true reports very quickly
and filter over 99.90% of false accident reports if traffic flows
are within a reasonable range. In addition, the RD4 mechanism
could be applied to different scenarios, as we have evaluated it
on a road-construction scenario on a highway and a traffic light
scenario while driving locally.
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